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Parametrically excited surface waves (Faraday waves) are studied near the threshold for br
The breaking state ejects droplets from wave peaks when the applied forcing exceeds an acce
threshold. The rate of breaking events approaches zero gradually with decreasing acceleration
properties of these ejections were studied around the ejection threshold. Analysis of the e
rate dependence on acceleration allows a determination of the ejection threshold and an in
about the wave height distribution. A Poisson distribution is found for the times between ejec
[S0031-9007(99)08902-4]
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Many fluid free surfaces, including oceans and river
exhibit wave breaking accompanied by droplet ejectio
[1]. Droplet ejection is an important mechanism for
large number of fluid processes such as mechanical a
chemical transport across fluid interfaces [2]. This pap
experimentally supports the hypothesis put forward b
Newell and Zakharov [3] that a continuous transition e
ists from unbroken surfaces to surfaces with droplets a
spray. This is significant to understanding a broad cla
of two-phase flows as well as quantifying environmental
important gas (CO2) and heat flux in air/sea interactions
Well-controlled experiments exhibiting droplet ejectio
are Faraday waves forced above a threshold accelera
[4]. Faraday waves (waves in a vertically oscillated tan
have been well studied and the ejection threshold has b
characterized over a wide parametric range [5,6]. S
gularities at the tips of these waves cause breakup i
droplets. Other systems (such as collapse of cavitat
bubbles and optical burnout in nonlinear optical medi
also exhibit such local self-focusing [7]. Two propertie
of droplet ejection in Faraday waves are discussed he
the droplet ejection rate as a function of the applied acc
eration and the interval between ejection events.

The ejection threshold was previously determined to d
pend on both forcing and fluid parameters of the syste
[4,6]. Two different asymptotic behaviors were observe
for low values of a dimensionless frequency [vp  vn3y
ssyrd2, wheren is the kinematic viscosity,s is the sur-
face tension, andr is the density], the threshold depend
only on forcing frequency and surface tension while at hig
values ofvp the threshold depends only on forcing fre
quency and viscosity. This acceleration threshold was d
ficult to measure due to infrequent droplet production ne
the threshold. Using laser diagnostics near the thresh
has improved our understanding of the ejection process

Droplet ejection occurs in waves restored by grav
tational forces (lower frequency gravity waves) and tho
0031-9007y99y82(15)y3062(4)$15.00
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restored by surface tension forces (higher frequency
illary waves). These two types of waves are character
by the dispersion relation for infinite depth, small amp
tude periodic waves [8],v2  gk 1 ssyrdk3, with angu-
lar wave frequencyv, wave numberk, surface tensions,
densityr, and gravitational accelerationg. A crossover
wavelength and a corresponding frequency,k0 

p
grys

andv0  s4g3rysd1y4, can be found where gravitation
and capillary effects are equal. Below the crossover
quency (v , v0), gravity is the dominant restoring forc
while above the crossover frequency (v . v0), surface
tension effects dominate. The crossover frequency
water isv0y2p  13.5 Hz [9].

Droplet ejecting Faraday waves are produced by v
tically oscillating a fluid surface with sufficient acceler
tion. The final wave state is determined by interact
modes of the container for a given frequency. Wave st
with wavelengths comparable to the container dimens
are greatly affected by the boundary conditions of
tank. These states can have simple forms consisting o
perpositions of a few modes [10,11]. We have restric
our analysis here to capillary wave states. These hig
frequency wave states have smaller wavelengths, are
sequently less influenced by the boundary conditions
the tank, and are turbulent superpositions of many mo
Chaotic and turbulent bifurcations leading to droplet eje
ing states have been observed and analyzed [12]. Dro
formation in these waves is driven by the Rayleigh ins
bility [13], which causes the wave tips to break under
influence of surface tension forces. Similar droplet form
tion has been studied in other fluid systems such as liq
jets propelled from a nozzle, fluid dripping from a fauc
and in Couette systems [14].

The droplet ejecting wave states were generated u
a Unholtz-Dickie TA100-20 electrodynamic shaker w
a maximum force of1100 N . The fluid was contained
in a 19.5 cm diameter plexiglass tank with a depth
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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8.5 cm [15]. The applied acceleration was measu
using a calibrated Omega ACC103 piezoelectric
celerometer mounted to the armature plate of the shak

The droplets were detected by monitoring the lig
scattered by a droplet when it enters an illumina
volume above the wave surface. The intensity of
scattered light is dependent on the size, shape,
orientation of the droplet within the illuminated volum
A Motorola MRD500 photodiode was used to dete
the flash from these droplets. A SpectraPhysics Ar
Ion laser with an output of1.5 W at a wavelength o
l  488 nm served as the light source. The laser w
expanded and directed horizontally across the tank2 cm
above the surface of the unexcited liquid. The tank w
surrounded by a mask with two apertures: a2.5 cm by
3 cm window which allowed the laser light to enter t
tank and a5 cm by 8 cm window which allowed the
scattered light to reach the photodetector. The illumina
volume (150 cm3) projected onto a50 cm2 area of the
wave surface. In order to minimize the signal from a
reflected light, a dark cloth was attached to the ins
surface of the far side of the tank to act as a be
dump. Figure 1 shows the tank-photodiode system.
laser was oriented at a40± angle to the photodiode
An individual droplet could clearly be detected from t
scattered light. The states we discuss typically have
most only a single droplet in the illuminated volum
at any given time. We determined the droplet eject
rate for distilled water [1 centistoke (cS)], glycerin-wat
solutions (15 cS), and silicon oil (5 cS) in a range
frequencies (35–55 Hz) in order to characterize the
as a function of the applied acceleration. The silicon
measurements are shown here as they lack the noise
systematic errors induced by droplets (which scatter s
laser light) clinging to the side of the container. T

FIG. 1. A diagram of the experimental apparatus: The lase
directed at a40± angle to the photodiode in order to maximi
the signal from the ejected droplets while avoiding dir
illumination and wall scatter.
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measurements in other fluids and frequencies all sha
a continuous transition with comparable exponents.

The photodiode signal was sampled at1 kHz by an
analog-to-digital acquisition board. The acceleration w
initially set at a level10% 15% less than the previously
published threshold [6] for droplet ejection and then i
creased in small increments. The number of droplets w
determined in300 s intervals at each acceleration. Th
acceleration was stepped up in0.5% 1.2% steps. The
acceleration was increased until simultaneous drop
produced indistinguishable and overlapping signa
Analysis of the probability distribution of times betwee
ejections was performed at an acceleration20% 40%
above the ejection threshold and droplets were obser
for a 1000 s interval. The applied acceleration remain
effectively constant during these data runs with less th
1% drift. The signal value which corresponds to a drop
was determined for each data set and typically was
at two or three acquisition units above the top of t
noise floor. We interpreted each peak above this leve
corresponding to a droplet.

Wave states at a forcing frequency of45 Hz produced
in silicone oil (n , 5 cS andsyr , 20 cm3ys2) were
analyzed. These waves have sufficiently small wa
lengths that any effects due to gravity, boundary co
ditions, or meniscus interactions are negligible and
resulting wave states are dominated by capillary forc
Data for the droplet ejection rate can be seen in Fig
The measured number of dropletsn is scaled with the
area covered by the laser (A  50 cm2), the measure-
ment time interval (T  300 s), and the wave period1yv

to get the droplet ejection rateF, F  nyATv. F is

FIG. 2. Droplet rate data fromn  5 cS Silicone Oil at
45 Hz: Each point represents the number of droplets (sca
with measurement parameters) produced in a300 s period.
3063
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independent of the particular measurement details of
size and sampling time. There is large uncertainty in
lower acceleration data points, owing to the small num
of counts at these accelerations.

The ejection rate data support several possible in
pretations. One interpretation is that the rate increa
as a function of acceleration scaled with the thresh
value ac, e  sa 2 acdyac. An increasing power law
of e works reasonably well. In order to determine t
best fit power law, the characteristic accelerationac, ex-
ponent, and prefactor were obtained with a least squ
procedure. The best estimate for the threshold oc
at 1054 cmys2, roughly 20% below the previously deter
mined threshold [6]. This result is consistent with p
vious experimental observations of intermittent drop
ejections below the quoted threshold acceleration [6].
experimentally derived power law for the droplet eje
tion rate isF  0.039e2.8, wheree  sa 2 acdyac and
ac  1054 cmys2. A plot of the ejection rate and scale
acceleration can be seen in Fig. 3(a). The large va
of the exponent2.8 is responsible for the extremely ra
events near onset.

An alternative explanation for this dependence invol
the wave height distribution. First, we hypothesize
existence of a probability distribution of the height of t
free surface which scales simply with the rms waveheig

Pr

√
h, a, v, n,

s

r

!
 Pr

√
h

hrms

!
. (1)

Next we assume that the rms waveheight for the capil
dominated regime depends only on the frequency
acceleration:hrms  kayv2, wherek is a dimensionless
prefactor. This assumption is consistent with previo
models for the ejection threshold [6] and with prelimina
observations. Finally the central hypothesis is that
wave whose local waveheight to wavelength ratio exce
some fixed constant will break (i.e., waves withhyl . c
break and eject droplets). This idea is consistent with
analytical solutions for progressive gravity and capilla

FIG. 3. (a) The nondimensional rate vs scaled acceleratio
lustrate a power law dependence with a best fit exponen
2.8. This model indicates a well-defined transition. (b)
comparison of the two functional forms for the rate measu
ments, one probability based and one power law. Both fo
collapse well to the data at high accelerations.
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waves [16,17] and past experiments on self-focus
capillary-gravity waves [4]. This formulation leads to
parameter dependence consistent with the dimension
formulation laid out previously [6,10].

One then obtains the droplet ejection rate by integra
the tail (h . cl) of the probability distribution of the
waveheight:

F 
1

l2

Z `

cl

P

√
h

hrmssa, vd

!
dh . (2)

We investigated this using a stretched exponential for
waveheight probability:

Prshyhrmsd 
g

2hrmsGs1ygd
e2jhyhrmsj

g

. (3)

This family of distributions has been useful for oth
strongly nonlinear systems [18]. This family includes bo
Gaussian and exponential distributions as special case

We find this form to reasonably describe our measu
ments for g  1.1 and kyc  2.5 [19]. This implies
that within the framework of these assumptions that
tail of the distribution of waveheight for strongly non
linear waves near breaking is approximately exponen
This is similar to the behavior of fluctuations in oth
strongly nonlinear systems such as temperature in
bulent convection or velocity derivatives in three dime
sional fluid turbulence. This is contrary to what we wou
expect for weakly nonlinear turbulence, i.e., Gaussian
tistics [20]. A comparison of the two alternative expl
nations (probability based and power law) can be see
Fig. 3(b).

The form based on the probability distribution shou
work well above transition. At low accelerations th
model is plagued by the lack of any reference to transit
Obviously at low enough accelerations the low amplitu
waves become regular in their dynamics and finally
surface becomes flat. An exact determination of the fo
near transition is hampered by the infrequency of th
very rare events and by the likelihood of finite size effec

Dynamical information for droplet ejection was an
lyzed by determining the time interval between ejectio
Return maps and histograms were studied to determine
correlation between individual ejecting waves. Data ta
in a state excited at45 Hz and1836 cmys2 revealed no
readily apparent patterns at any of several time scales.
data analyzed here are from two1000 s data sets. A to
tal of 1670 droplets were detected in this sampling per
with separation intervals ranging from21 ms to9.9 s. All
intervals less than20 ms were ignored to avoid any sp
rious signals from droplet oscillation or droplets pass
through the laser twice during a ballistic trajectory. R
turn maps of the time intervals showed no structure.

A histogram of the probability Prst0d constructed with
32 bins is plotted in Fig. 4. This probability distributio
appears to be a Poisson distribution. Only the first d
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FIG. 4. A histogram of the times between ejections indica
that the distribution is a Poisson distribution and support
hypothesis that the ejections are independent events.

point is not consistent with a Poisson distribution. We h
pothesize that this is due to the unavoidable double co
ing of some ejections. Double counting may be caused
droplets which scatter light twice during their trajector
a wave which ejects multiple droplets, or multiple wav
ejecting simultaneously. The functional form of the inte
val distribution is Prstd  0.18e20.22t. This is a Poisson
distribution with constants determined using linear regr
sion. These results indicate that droplet ejection in Fara
waves is a random and uncorrelated phenomenon. Ind
ual waves eject independently of other waves in a fash
similar to a radioactive decay. The decay timet is related
to the rateF  k1ytl  1yt.

Possible future experiments could explore proper
of the droplets such as size and motion that may
determined from further analysis of the time series
the photodiode voltage. Another aspect that could
investigated is the energy distribution of the eject
droplets. The inferred waveheight distribution is al
possibly measurable using techniques such as in the w
of Wright et al. [21].
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